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PLEASE CREDIT 

ZODIAC 	(ZNS) 	DOCTOR CYRIL wEcNTi THE CORONER OF PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA, 
FOR ITEMS USED 

IS OUT WITH A NEW REPORT, CHARGING THAT THE U.S. JUSTICE DEPARTMENT IS 

COVERING UP EVIDENCE WHICH INDICATES THAT THERE WAS A CONSPIRACY BEHIND THE 

ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT JOHN F. KENNEDY. 

DOCTOR WECHT, A MEDICAL PATHOLOGIST, IS ONE OF THE FEW INDEPENDENT 

RESEARCHERS WHO HAVE BEEN PERMITTED TO EXAMINE CLASSIFIED MEDICAL EVIDENCE 

WHICH HAS BEEN LOCKED UP IN THE NATIONAL ARCHIVES IN WASHINGTON FOR NEARLY 

A DECADE. 
DOCTOR WECHT'S NEWEST ALLEGATION, PUBLISHED IN MODERN MEDICINE 

MAGAZINE, IS THAT THE WARREN COMMISSION AND THE F.B.I. HAVE SECRETLY 

SUPPRESSED A SERIES OF CHEMICAL TESTS WHICH INDICATE THAT MORE THAN ONE 

GUNMAN WAS INVOLVED IN THE ASSASSINATION. 

SPECIFICALLY, DOCTOR WECHT DISCUSSES THE F.B.I.'S USE OF TESTS KNOWN 

AS "NEUTRON ACTIVATION ANALYSIS." NEUTRON ANALYSIS IS A SOPHISTICATED TEST 

WHICH ENABLES POLICE DEPARTMENTS TO DETERMINE IF SEVERAL FRAGMENTS OF A 

SHATTERED SLUG ALL CAME FROM THE SAME BULLET -- OR IF THE FRAGMENTS WERE 

PARTS OF DIFFERENT BULLETS. 

THE WARREN COMMISSION REPORT, ISSUED 10 YEARS AGO, NEVER INDICATED 

THAT THE NEUTRON TESTS HAD BEEN USED TO STUDY THE BULLETS AND FRAGMENTS 

RECOVERED AT THE DALLAS ASSASSINATION SCENE. 

DOCTOR WECHT, HOWEVER, HAS UNCOVERED PREVIOUSLY CLASSIFIED LETTERS 

WRITTEN IN 1964 BY J. EDGAR HOOVER WHICH INDICATED THAT TWO SECRET NEUTRON 

TESTS HAD BEEN CONDUCTED ON THE BULLETS AND FRAGMENTS -- AND THAT THEY FAILED 

TO BACK UP THE COMMISSION'S FINDINGS. 

DOCTOR WECHT SAYS HE BELIEVES THE REASON THE TESTS HAVE NEVER 

BEEN RELEASED TO THE PUBLIC IS THAT THEY INDICATE THAT AT LEAST TWO 

ASSASSINS FIRED AT PRESIDENT KENNEDY, NOT JUST A "LONE ASSASSIN" -- ZODIAC 
** 	 * * * 	 ** (MOREY- 



Dear Joao 	 11/26/74  

Honest answers to your 41/24/74 are eke what Jake ne seem to some as a crankY, 
egocentric and easilyeirritated old bastard. 

Both are bullshit as given to you. I'll have to be brief in answering because 
thanks to the effectiveness of your note on your story yesterday was 'mostly on the phone 
and while I do hope some of it is also converted into sales so we can pay the bank, I also 
have much deadline Ray work and then must return to other welting for which there now 
is even more purpose. 

Lot ne give you the history oe the sketch, but the truth, not the kind of sole-
serving stuff the Winkles. Spraguos and Turners write. 

The sketch in Frame -Up is of Mexican origin but the rest is nonsense of origins 
I don:t know but would like to if there is detail other tha the Sprague foolishness. 
I can t give you the proof or the details of the rest because I must save it for the trial. 
This int is why for all the years I've had that proof I've neither used it nor mentioned it. 

I'm not taking the time to check dates, but I would say toward the end of April 1968 
Fred Newcomb, who had not yet gotten pissed off at me, sent no four prints of the sketch 
and the isolation from the "tramp" picture. I picked the nail up at the post office early 
that a.m. The local paper is sucrose the street ane the editor is a friend. I left a set 
with him to send to AP Baltimore, gave a set to ley friendly local FBI agent, kept a set 
and perhaps gave the local paper a set. No, I remember, I had this left-over set and 
when on 4/30/68 Larry Bensky wired to ask no to serve on "A committee of inquiry into" 
the king assassination (I accepted by WU same day) I also asked him if he wanted these 
picteres. He did and I sent them 5/3/68. After this you may remember that Bill Turner 
took credit for the work and used them as his in your papers out there and in Ramparts. 
I have copies. My point is in giving you another look at the honesty of those whole have 
done no original work and berate them whose work they steal anti misuse, Turned did misuse 
this work that was not nine but Fred's and they all lied about the source. I also used 
these pictures on TV in Minneapolis the middle of ray, not knowing either the full story 
or the real origin of the sketch, only that the FBI had fallen short of disavowing. 

I can pihpoint the origin of the original sketch. It is not in Mexico. That one is 
not the original. And I know the basis of the Mexican sketch, with proof, including photo-
graphic. Please say nothing about this but do be alert to any information, no matter how 
seemingly insignifant it nay appear to be, because the full etory to the degree I now 
have it amounts toacrindnal conspiracy and I have proofs of the involvement of identified 
people. This may at some point also be the level for doing some shaking and prying, no 
there is other reason for being circunepect. If you ever have time for patting the Smote 
or any other account on paper, there may be a time in the future when it could be of value. 

On Weoht's "discovery," it also is false. I have this stuff in Post Morten. I have 
had it for years. When I still trusted Bob Smith and when he and Loser wkre still active 
in the CTIA I told them about it in explaining what I would do to follow up on the spectra 
suit. I think this dates to 1970. Smith merely duplicated this, as anyone can do. He has 
been rescued from unemploynevit and other problems by Wecht. The combination couldn't find 
pubic hair in an ivereextended whorehouse. There is meaning not indicated in your story 
they may or may not have Weft in what I have and for years have had in this, the most 
definitive book of all. But the difference is suing in that public use was made of the 
spectre while it was pretended there had been no neutron activation testing. Under the 
Apericaa Neil v Gull* decision any use waives any right to withhold. 

Again to keep the nuts, self-seekers and commercialisers out of iti with the enatt-
ment of the new amendmente to the law, when we can 'mar and I will be following our original 
work up. We have taken a couple of steps already, prior to this new Ray case need.30  agede  
I ask you to say nothing so that meinot be impeded. It Kay help you to understand that Cyril 
has a malpractice business that can t ethically be advertised. So regardless of how hurtful 
what he says or does may be, and leehaa been terribly hurtful as I warned him in advance, 
it promotes his malpractice business. His office for it is in the Frick Bldg. I think 1317. 

If these various people of means had half the principle they cleim they'd have seen 
to tt that funding was available for the contextual publication of the entire story, which to 
their knowledge is written, 1/3 vasAtitten an a basis for text:twiny Cyril gave but didn't 
Understand on his own. he nos read eta, when I trusted him. Have hie letter of thanks. Best, 


